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[The first three items in this

B%a]is Windows at Dieppe.")

OO-W-29903 in the item entitled "Explosion in Sky Breaxs

BelRlua_

BALL OF FIES SEEN OVER BRUSSELS — Liege,. Le Monde du Travail, 10 Jan 5^

nn 7 January 1954 at 0420 hours, a Sabena pilot preparing to land at Mels-
On ( January «**y?

. . * moving. in a north-northvesterly
broek sav a ball of fire lov on V. and was followed by a long
direction. The hall was white, edged vi

'

d the pllot 6Upposed at the

trail. The phenomenon mumimted the
^f®ff L airport authorities.

StE 2 - -n the- Tight

which was seen over Dieppe.

France

FIERY DISK SEEN AT AR&AS — Casablanca, Le Petit terocain, 8 Jan 54

At approximately 0^27 hours ^St^nt! ' An observe:
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OO-W-29903 in the item entitled Explosion « v
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SEEM 0V2K R5USSP.I.S - Ueeo, U Jtondo du Travail, 30 Jw« 5k

Or, 7 January 195k at 0k20 hours, a Sahaoa pilot freeing to land at HeH-

brook sav a ball of fire «*

a

long
direction. The ball vas vhite, edged

. * d the pllot supposed at the

trail. The phenomenon iUumimted the yhole l

ky eut£Slti*€.

SS.*Si ISrtW, it vTassu^d eat bo had saen.thasaraMl.8ht

vhich vas seen over Dieppe.

France '

FIERY DISK SEEN AT ARiUs -- Casablanca, U Petit Marocaln, 8 J&n

At approximately <&21 hours on 7 J&
p^!de-cilaiV' Department! An observer

a luminous trail, vas sighted in Arras, *
for instant, after vhich

stated that the dish renamed nationless in the sky for an ,

it flev avay and disappeared over the horizon.
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DIEPPE "FLYING SAUCER” CALLED .‘•©TSQR1TS — The Hague, Nleuve Haagsche Courant,

9 Jan 54

French (Parle) astronomers are convinced that the object vhich exploded

over Dieppe recently vas an exceptionally large jKteorite

«

CELESTIAL PHENOMENON AT GEMEAUX -- Basel,- N&tiorttl-Zeitung, 11 Jan 54

(AFP) -- For a few seconds, inhabitants oi Gemeaux, Cote d'Or Department,

recently [date and time not given] observed in the sky a red ball surmounted by

a triangle. The phenomenon moved 7 on without leaving a trail. The sacx, obser-

vation vas reported by several witnesses from Nouvelles-les-Champlitte and

I^ngras .

‘

HEAR EAST/APRICA

Algeria

CIGAR-SHAPED OBJECT SEEN -- Donala, L'Eveil du Caneroun, 10 Dec 53

A cigar-shaped object flying toward the northeast at a high altitude and

leaving a trail of smoke behind it vas recently observed by thousands of people

in several parts of Algeria.

LUMINOUS DISK SIGHTED OVER CONSTANTINS AREA -- Tunis, La Presse de Tunisie,

16 Jan 54

At 1030 hours on 12 January 1954, a "flying saucer" crossed the sky over

Saint Arnaud, in the Constantine area. The phenomenon was witnessed by many

persons, including Cunat [fnu], director of the Ecole Clemenceau (Clemenceau

School)! and his staff and students. - The weather was very good, and the visi-

bility was excellent. The witnesses described the object as a luminous disk

moving from vest to east, leaving long trails similar to ribbons. Its speed

did not appear to be great, but it was impossible to determine its altitude.

It disappeared quickly over the horizon.

UNIDENTIFIED OBJECT OViS ALGIERS -- Algiers, Le Journal d'/vlger, 28 Jan 54

According to statements by several persons, a round, luminous, yellow-

orange object appeared in the sky over Algiers at 1525 hours o'n 27 January

1954 ; it was moving in the direction oi Cap ISatifou. The object grew larger,

until it vas two or three times the size of the sun; then it diminished in size

and disappeared on the horizon, sinking, seemingly, into the sea.
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(AFP) - - For a few seconds, inhabitants ol Gemcaux, Cote d'Or DepartcKDt,

recently [date and time not given] observed in the sky & red ball surrounted by

& triangle. The phenomenon moved on vithout leaving a trail. The ease obser-

vation vss reported by several vitnesses from Houvelles-les-Charoplitte and

Lacgras .
'

NEAR EAST/AFRICA

Algeria

CIGAR-SHAPED OBJECT SEEN -- Domla, L’Evcil du Caraeroun, 10 Dec 53
«’

A cigar-shaped object flying tovard the northeast at a high altitude and

leaving a trail of smoke behind it vas recently observed by thousands of people

in several parts of Algeria.

LUMINOUS DISK SIGHTED OVER CONSTANTINS AREA -- Tunis r La Pres se de Tunisie,

16 Jan 54

At 1030 hours on 12 January 1954, a "flying saucer" crossed the sky over

Saint Arnaud, in the Constantine area. The phenomenon vas vitnessed by many

persons, including Cunat [fnu], director of the Ecole Clemenceau (Cleoencesu

School) and his staff and students. Thrveather vas very good, and the visi-

bility vas excellent. The vitnesses described the object as a luminous disk

moving from vest to east, leaving long trails similar to ribbons. Its speed

did not appear to be great, but it vas impossible^to^determlne Its altitude.

It disappeared quickly over the horizon.
'

UNIDENTIFIED OBJECT OVER ALGIERS -- Algiers, Le Journal d’Alger, 28 Jan 54

According to statements by several persons, a round, luminous, yellcy-

orange object appeared in the sky over Algiers at 1525 hour© c>n 27 January

1954; it vas moving in the direction oi Cap Matifou. The object grew larger,

until it vas tvo or three times the size of the sun; then it diminished in size

and disappeared on the horizon, sinking, seemingly^into the sea.
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IATIN AFRICA

Uruguay

"KLM5 SAUCES" OVER KrarrmOEO -- res, U Courrler do K.ro=, S 54

On 1 March 1954, numerous

^Sff.SSSw fSl ah an altitude of several thousand notes.
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